
Never before has "a new voice
in creative theology" * been so
enthusiastically acclaimed!
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The Overcoming of Metaphysics
in Christian Tradition

Joseph S. O'Leary

Back
The Overcoming of

tradition

fosephS. O'Leary
HC #8573, 256 pp., $19.95

Available at your local bookstore or
directly from

SeaburyiZooks
600 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55403

*Crvss Currents
"... delivers theology from its centuries-

old captivity to metaphysics... so timely
it may catch its audience unprepared!'

Harvey Cox
Divinity School

Harvard University

"This book elaborately and masterfully
provides the sort of rethinking of
Christian doctrine which I proposed two
decades ago in The Future of Belief. It is
a superlative achievement of scholarly
yet lucid reasoning. It will answer the
needs of many contemporary Christians:'

Leslie Dewart
St. Michaels College

University of Toronto

"O'Leary writes with great imagination,
Nietzschean skill, zest, and profound
fidelity to Christian revelation. An
exemplary book in every sense!'

Fergus Kerr, OP
Theology Faculty

Oxford University

"Many have written about the crisis of
faith and theology; O'Leary provides a
remarkably penetrating diagnosis of the
sickness and offers an original treatment.
A remarkable and provocative analysis
of what has gone wrong with the
Christian enterprise!'

Paul M. van Buren
Religious Studies

Temple University

"The author breaks the conspiracy
of silence that now surrounds the
theological bankruptcy of the churches.
He really confronts the crisis of faith and
understanding that stems from this
metaphysical tradition and its world-
negating images, a crisis which is
certainly one of the main factors
generating new fundamentalisms
and dogmatic orthodoxies!'

Gibson Winter
Social Ethics

Princeton Theological Seminary
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EERDMANS
THEOLOGICAL
DICTIONARY OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT
Edited by Gerhard Kittel
and Gerhard Friedrich
Abridged in One Volume
by Geoffrey W. Bromiley
"Professor Bromiley has suc-
ceeded admirably in the
enormously ambitious task
of condensing and simpli-
fying the TDNT into a
single attractive and emi-
nently readable volume
without sacrificing the
scholarly integrity of the
original.... The ̂ little Kit-
tel belongs on the shelf of
every student of the New
Testament."

—David E. Aune

"A valuable compen-
dium. . .that will nave a two-
fold usefulness: as a ready-
reference tool it will provide
an overview of New Testa-
ment theological usage, and
as a preliminary guide it will
facilitate detailed study of
the lengthy articles in the
unabridged volumes of
Kittel-Friedrich."

—Bruce M. Metzger
Cloth,$44.95

CREATION
REGAINED
Biblical Basics for a
Reformational Worldview
Albert M. Wolttrs
In this book
Wolters ex-
amines the
nature and
scope of
worldviews
—in particular
Christian world-
views— and con-
cludes that the
reformational worldview is
uniquely suited to the task of
reforming the world to bib-
lically prescribed patterns.

Paper, $7.95

5*

THE APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Everett F. Harrison
A full-length
college or
seminary
level text-
book
survey of
the church
during the
New Testa-
ment period
following Pentecost.
Paper, $i2.95t

C.S.LEWIS AND
THE SEARCH FOR
RATIONAL RELIGION
John Beversluis
"The first systematic and rad-
ical critique of C.S. Lewis's
theological arguments."

—Antony Flew
"A landmark book in C.S.
Lewis's studies. . .. Takes up
Lewis's challenge to present
the evidence for Christianity
and it operates with full
rigour. ... Henceforth the
person who wants to study
Lewis's theology and philos-
ophy will be well advised to
read Lewis first, then Be-
versluis."

Paper, $9.95 ~ C h a d Wcdsh

THE HUMILIATION
OF THE WORD
JacquesElhd
Translated by Joyce Hanks
"Anyone interested in pro-
moting or communicating
the truth in our frantic soci-
ety will be challenged and as-
sisted by The Humiliation of
the Word. Pastors, teachers,
parents, and thoughtful
people in virtually any voca-
tion will find their work il-
luminated by an analysis that
is both deep and broad-
ranging in its scope."

—David Gill
Paper, $14.95

"THE 'SON OF MAN' "
AS THE SON OF GOD
Seyoon Kim
In this concise, clearly or-
ganized survey ofthe
much-debated Son of Man
problem, Kim focuses on his
main thesis: that with the
self-designation "the 'Son of
Man,'" Jesus intended to re-
veal himself as the Son of
God who creates the new
people of God at the escha-
ton, so that they may call
God the Creator "Our
Father" and live in his love
and wealth.
Paper, $12,955

THE
RESPONSIBILITY
OF HERMENEUTICS
Clarence Walbout,
Roger Lundin, and
Anthony C. TbiseUon
A coopera-
tive ven-
ture of
literary
and bib-
lical
scholars,
this book
presents a
new ap-
proach to hermeneutical
theory based on a philosophy
of action.

Paper, $12.95s

THE SEEDS OF
SECULARIZATION
Calvinism, Culture, and
Pluralism in America,
1870-1915
Gary Scott Smith
Smith looks back to the late
19th and early 20th centuries
and traces the developments
during these years which
prepared the way for the in-
creasing secularization of
American life. A Christian
University Press book.

Paper, 14.95s
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Out standing Academic
Books—198s

SENT

Mission and
Unity in the

Perspective of the
Kingdom

Emilio Castro
The new General Secretary
of the World Council of
Churches argues that the
perspective of the kingdom
can roster unity in mission.
"Missionary freedom," says
Castro, "means asking what
we shall do and being per-
petually prepared to do what
God asks ofus." Paper, $5.95

ENLIGHTENMENT
AND ALIENATION
Colin Gunton
Focusing on the concepts of
truth, freedom, and faith,
Gunton argues that in these
areas the effect of the En-
lightenment has been to
alienate man from reality,
from himself, and from God.
Paper, $9.95

MISSION BETWEEN
THE TIMES
Essays by C. Rene Padilla
These nine essays by a
prominent Latin American
evangelical address the issues
of evangelization and social
justice. Padilla is critical of
evangelistic techniques of the
West and of North American
consumerism. Paper, $10.95

THE PAULINE
CIRCLE
f'Jl. Bruce
Bruce discusses the men and
women who surrounded
Paul—including Barnabas,
Silas, Timothy, Luke, Pris-
cilla and Aquda, Oncsimus
and Mark—in terms of both
their relationship to Paul
and their relationship to the
early church. Paper, $4.95

TOY IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT
William G. Morriee
Foreword by A.M. Hunter
Focusing on the various
words used in the New Tes-
tament to express the joy that
comes from belief in Jesus
Christ, Morriee first exam-
ines the various groups of
Greek words for joy and then
discusses the joy in the life
and teachings of Jesus and in
New Testament writings.
Paper, $8.95

RAISED IMMORTAL
Murray]. Harris
Arguing that western Chris-
tianity has naturalized the
Platonic rather than the
Pauline sense of the word
"immortality," Murray Har-
ris examines the New Testa-
ment data on resurrection
and immortality.
Paper, $10.95

THE
CHRISTIAN
HOPE
Brian Hebbletbwaite
Hebblethwaite examines the
basis of Christian hope in the
Old and New Testaments
and goes on to give an ac-
count of the history of Chris-
tian attitudes toward the fu-
ture. Paper, $9.95

NAHUM, OBADIAH,
ESTHER
Israel Among the Nations
International Theological
Commentary
RicbardJ. Coaains
and S. Paul Rfemi
This latest addition to the
ITC series of Old Testament
commentaries follows the
aim of the entire series in de-
veloping the theological sig-
nificance of the books under
consideration, and em-
phasizing the relevance of
each book for the life of the
church. Paper $6.95

THE PERSON IN
PSYCHOLOGY
A Contemporary
Christian Appraisal
Studies in a
Christian World View
Maty Stewart Van
Leeuwen
"A rich, challenging book...
one that, in particular, every
Christian
who is a
serious
student
ofpsy-
chology
should read
and reflect
on. . . . The author's most
general concern is to show
trie need for a major paradigm
shift, one that will greatly
change our present under-
standing of what is called
'scientific psychology. The
exciting thing is that this
book helps bring about this
very shift—one that will
provide a more humane,
realistic, and valid under-
standing of the person."

—.PaulC. Vitz
Paper, $9.95t

Prices subject to change.
"s" after price indicates short
discount.
"t" after price indicates lim-
ited discount.

For more information on
these and other recent
Eerdmans titles, write for a
copy of our latest catalog.
Examination copies of most
publications are available to
qualified professors.

At your bookstore or write:

M ' B. EERDMANS
PUBLISHING CO.

IEFFERSON AVE S E < GRAND RAriDS. MICH *0(0]
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CONTEMPORARY BIBLICAL SCHOLARSHIP

YOU SHALL NOT STEAL
Community and Property in the Biblical Tradition
by ROBERT GNUSE

In his thorough analysis of the commandment Robert Gnuse demonstrates that the
commandment's purpose was to guarantee everyone's right to the basic necessities of
life.' 'A programmatic statement about how the Bible speaks about wealth, power, com-
munity, and responsibility."—WALTER BRUGGEMANN 176pp. pbk. $9.95

THE HISTORICAL JESUS OF THE SYNOPTICS
Vol. 2 Jesus of Nazareth Yesterday and Today
by JUAN LUIS SEGUNDO

Segundo seeks the historical Jesus through an analysis of the meaning of Jesus' para-
bles as well as his proclamation of the kingdom of God. The result is an insightful and
challenging exegesis. 240pp. pbk. $9.95

THE WAY TO PEACE
Liberation Through the Bible
by L JOHN TOPEL

Topel traces the roots of liberation theology in both the Old and New Testaments.' 'Uses
the most sophisticated current scriptural t oo l s . . . to argue that our present freedom is
the world's ultimate aim."— America 199pp. pbk. $7.95

MATERIALIST APPROACHES TO THE BIBLE
by MICHEL CLE'VENOT

Clevenot presents an accessible introduction to the "materialist school" of biblical inter-
pretation. 160pp. pbk. $8.95

MY ENEMY IS MY GUEST
Jesus and Violence in Luke
by J. MASSYNGBAERDE FORD

"A very readable and clear exposi-

\

tion of Jesus as an advocate of non-
,- violence."

— I. HOWARD MARSHALL,
University of Aberdeen

192pp. pbk. $9.95
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Scholarly Books
from Paulist Press

-AN ALTERNATIVE VISION-
An Interpretation of Liberation Theology, Roger Haight, S.J. Presents liberation-
ist materials under some of the basic Christian doctrines—including God,
Christology, Church, and sacraments—to show that this vision of truth has
wide applications. Paper $9.95

BETWEEN THE SEXES
Foundations for a Christian Ethics of Sexuality. Lisa Sowle Cahill. A scholarly,
ecumenical work on the Christian view of sexuality and the rights and
wrongs of relationships between men and women. Paper $7.95

THE BIBLE IN THE CHURCHES
How Different Christians Interpret the Scriptures, Kenneth Hagen, Daniel Harring-
ton, Grant Osborne, and Joseph Burgess. An ecumenical collaboration that
explores similarities and differences among Lutheran, Catholic, and Evan-
gelical interpretations of scripture. Paper $8.95

JESUS THE PHARISEE
A New Look at the Jewlshness of Jesus. Harvey Falk. New approach to Jewish-
Christian relations which suggests that Jesus was never critical of Judaism
as it is practiced today, but rather was opposed to the School of Shammai in
control at the time He lived. Paper $8.95

PSYCHOLOGY AND RELIGION
A Reader, edited by Margaret Gorman, R.C.S.J. Readings from psychology
and theology that deal with human development from a religious perspec-
tive. Paper $11.95

PERELAGRANGE
Personal Reflections and Memoirs, Marie Joseph Lagrange. Memoirs of the
Dominican biblical scholar who founded the Ecole Biblique in Israel and kept
biblical studies alive earlv in this century in the face of the challenge of
modernism. Paper $9.95

WHAT ARE THEY SAYING ABOUT VIRTUE?
John W. Crossin, O.S.F.S. Overview of the varied approaches to virtue-
thinking taken by Protestant and Catholic moral theologians today.

Paper $4.95

«» • % * • • • a * * v MM*i«%M 997 MacarthurBlvd.* PAULIST PRESS
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Sound Resources for Serious Study
of Today's Moral Currents and Theological Issues

• THE MORALITY OF CAPITAL PUN-
ISHMENT—Equal Justice Under the Law?
by Michael Endres. A professor of Criminal
Justice addresses the emotionally charged issue of
capital punishment on moral grounds. 176 pp, $5.95

• ENEMIES AND HOW TO LOVE THEM
by Gerard Vanderhaar. The author of Chris-
tians and Nonviolence in the Nuclear Age compellingly
describes the making of enemies in our personal,
social, and national life and then outlines a nonvio-
lent approach to resolving emnity wherever it
arises. 244 pp, $4.95

• SEXUALITY: A CHRISTIAN VIEW—
Toward Formation of Mature Values by
Gennaro AwentO "This presentation of sexual-
ity speaks a language of credibility; it unmasks the
falsities of rigorism and laxism... ." — Bernard
Haring 212 pp, $7.95

• MORALITY AND ITS BEYOND by
Dick Westley " Westley lays out a new roadmap
for the journey to adult morality. It is an exploration
into responsible freedom on numerous issues from
sex, eutnanasia, and abortion to the broad horizon
of social justice.''—Walter G. Muelder 324 pp, $8.95

• IN THE PRESENCE OF MYSTERY—An
Introduction to the Story of Human Reli-
giousness by Michael Horace Barnes "This
is an engaging and graceful work written with
warmth and wit. It comprehensively treats human
religiousness as one phenomenon common to our
race."—Robert F. Fortna 320 pp, $9.95

Introductory Offer!
Take any three of these books for just $9.95
(postage free, prepaid) as an introduction

to these key authors and their works.

PROCLAIMING
JUSTICE
& PEACE

• PROCLAIMING JUSTICE AND PEACE
—Papal Documents from John XXIII to
John Paul II Edited by Michael Walsh and
Brian Davies Here in one volume are the 10 key
statements of the Popes that form the basis for the
much-discussed pastorals on the U.S. Catholic
bishops on war and peace and social justice and the
U.S. economy. Paper, 372 pp, 12.95; Cloth, $16.95

D TALE OF TWO TESTAMENTS by Wil-
liam Riley An introduction to Scripture that
stresses the connections within the Old and the
New Testaments. 176 pp, $5.95

• WITHOUT FEAR OR FAVOR—George
Higgins on the Record by Gerald M.
Costello "George Higgins has made an incal-
culable contribution to human welfare by his
defense of moral principle in both the public and
private domain. —John Tracy Ellis 320 pp, $9.95

• SACRAMENTS & SACRAMENTALITY
by Bernard Cooke "The clarity of expression
and penetration into the mysteries of redemption,
church, human life, and love suggests that this
book will be a favorite among teachers and students
of theology." — Theological Studies 248 pp, $7.95

• JESUS IN FOCUS—A Life in Its Setting
by Gerard S. Sloyan "This is the work of a mas-
ter teacher. It could well become the standard intro-
ductory study of Jesus' teachings and career for our
generation. —Howard Clark Kee 224 pp, $7.95

• STORYTELLING: IMAGINATION
AND FAITH by William J. Bausch "Here is
a work on narrative theology which brings together
philosophical insights into the storytelling process
and stories galore."—John Shea 2/6 pp, $7.95

Clip this coupon or write on school stationery

Twenty-Third Publications
p.o. Box 180, Mystic, CT 06355

• Send me the three books listed below for just
$9.95, postage paid. Payment is enclosed.

• Send complete College Catalog.

Name

Course(s) Taught

College/University

Address

City/State/Zip

Inquiries from authors with projected or
complete manuscripts with an eye to publi-
cation are invited. Write Acquisitions Editor
at address above.
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Theological
Studies

A Quarterly Journal

JUNE 1985

Kilian McDonnell, O.S.B.: A Trinitarian Theology of the Holy Spirit1?
Paul D. Molnar: Can We Know God Directly? Rahner's Solution from Experi-

ence
Paul Quay, S.J.: The Disvalue of Ontic Evil
Edward V. Vacek, S.J.: Proportionalism: One View of the Debate
Brian Tierney: John Peter Olivi and Papal Inerrancy: On a Recent Interpreta-

tion of Olivi's Ecclesiology
Marvin R. O'Connell: Newman: The Victorian Intellectual as Pastor

25 book reviews 25 shorter notices

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Gregory Baum: Class Struggle and the Magisterium: A New Note
Daniel Callam, C.S.B.: The Frequency of Mass in the Latin Church ca. 400
Gerard D. Coleman, S.S.: Civil Disobedience: A Moral Critique
Paul K. Hennessy, C.F.C.: Infallibility in the Ecclesiology of Peter Richard

Kenrick
Charles M. Murphy: Collegiality: An Essay toward Better Understanding
Ladislas Orsey, S.J.: General Absolution: New Law, Old Traditions, Some

Questions
Terrence W. Tilley: Philosophy of Science and Religion: Three Approaches

One-year subscription: $14 domestic; f 17 foreign; single issue $4.50

Order (enclosing check) from: THEOLOGICAL STUDIES,
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20057
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CALLED TO LOVE:
TOWARDS A CONTEMPORARY

CHRISTIAN ETHIC

Edited by Francis A. Eigo, O.S.A.

Villanova University offers Volume XVII of the Proceedings of the
Theology Institute, containing the work of renowned scholars probing the
frontiers of modern thought:

RICHARD McCORMICK

CHARLES CURRAN

MATTHEW LAMB

LISA CAHILL

PETER HENRIOT

J. BRYAN HEHIR

"Past, Present, and Future of Christian
Ethics: The Interpersonal, Social, and
Planetary Dimensions of Neighbor Love"

"The Person as Moral Agent and Subject in
the Light of Contemporary Christology"

"A Search for an Ethical Method: Theory
and Practice, Justice and Love in Christian
Life"

"Humanity as Female and Male: The Ethics
of Sexuality"

"Wealth, Poverty, Hunger: The Ethics of
the International Economic Order"

"The Nuclear Question: Relating Its
Political, Strategic, and Moral Dimensions"

Price $8.95 (Paperback) At your bookstore or write to:

THEOLOGY INSTITUTE PUBLICATIONS
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
VILLANOVA, PENNSYLVANIA 19085
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HERALDS
OF A NEW
REFORMATION

A PLACE IN THE SUN
An Introduction to Liberation
Theology in the Third World
byTHEOWITVLIET
With its detailed surveys of African, Asian,
Latin American, and Caribbean liberation
theologies, as well as black theologies,
Theo Witvliet provides a thorough, intelli-
gent introduction for general readers, stu-
dents and scholars. 208pp. pbk. $8.95

THE EXPECTATION OF THE POOR
Latin American Base Ecclesial Communities in Protestant Perspective
byGUILLERMOCOOK
The Expectation of the Poor offers an in-depth study of the communidades de base
movement and its significance for the nature and growth of the Latin American
Church, both Protestant and Catholic. 256pp. pbk. $13.95

HERALDS OF A NEW REFORMATION
The Poor of South and North America
by RICHARD SHAULL
Shaull captures "the main thrust of liberation theologians on the theme of poverty so
interpreting Scripture to suggest a new economic order for the U.S. and a new form of
community for the church. . . ."—w. PAUL JONES, St. Paul School of Theology
160pp. pbk. $8.95

WHO DO YOU SAY?
Jesus Christ in Latin American Theology
by CLAUS BUSSMANN
"How do Latin American liberation theologians understand Jesus and Christology?"
Bussmann's analysis challenges readers to reconsider the role of theology in a di-
vided world. 192pp. pbk. $9.95

SALVATION AND LIBERATION
by LEONARDO and CLODOVIS BOFF
The Boff brothers clarify the theological and political meanings of liberation and the
hard questions of the relationship between faith and politics. 128pp. pbk. $6.95

Write for new complete catalog.

ORBIS BOOKS
Maryknoll, NY 10545
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PAUUST PRESS
CLINICAL

HANDBOOK
OF

PASTORAL
COUNSELING

edited by Robert ]. Wicks.
Richard D. Parsons,
and Donald Capps

ftisfc. ^stmP
Ofkcinihe Unite/ Safe.

0j0&W*£

THE AUTHORITY OF THE BIBLE,
Theories of Inspiration, Revelation, and
the Canon of Scripture, Robert Gnuse. A
basic introduction to the issues sur-
rounding biblical authority, including a
classification of theories into five models.

Paper $6.95
THE BASIS FOR CHRISTIAN
ETHICS, John Gallagher, C.S.B. An
examination of the most fundamental
questions in Catholic moral theology
today based on tradition and the work of
ethical thinkers of the past. Paper $8.95

BEGINNING TO READ THE FATHERS,
Boniface Ramsey, O.P. A survey of the
principal themes of patristic writing,
touching on the major Greek and Latin
Fathers of the Church. Paper $9.95

BETWEEN GOD AND CEASAR,
Priests, Sisters, and Political Office In the
United States, edited by Madonna Kol-
benschlag. Collection of original essays
exploring this complex and delicate
issues from many viewpoints, including
the first-hand experiences of clergy and
religious who have served in public
office. Paper $10.95

WILLIAM ELLERY CHANNING.Se
lected Writings, edited by Da vid Robin-
son. Major addresses, lectures, sermons,
and essays of this 19th century American
religious and intellectual leader.

Cloth $12.95
CHURCH HISTORY, Twenty Centuries
of Catholic Christianity, John C. Dwyer.
A history of the Church from its begin-
nings to the present that reflects on suc-
cesses and failures over the years.

Paper $9.95
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DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE!
CLINICAL HANDBOOK OF PAS-
TORAL COUNSELING, edited by
Robert J. Wicks, Richard D. Parsons,
and Donald Capps. A comprehensive,
ecumenical, and in-depth overview of the
theory and practice of pastoral counsel-
ing. Paper $14.95; Cloth $22.95
THE PASSION ACCORDING TO
LUKE, A Redaction Study of Luke's Sote-
riology, Jerome Neyrey, S.J. A scho-
larly redaction-critical investigation of
the passion narrative in Luke's Gospel.

Paper $8.95
THIS IMMORTAL PEOPLE, A Short
History of the Jewish People, Emit
Bernhard Cohn, revised and expanded
by Hayim Perelmuter. A succinct his-
tory of the Jewish people from Old Testa-
ment times to the present. Paper $5.95

ENCOUNTERS WITH CHRIST, An
Introduction to the Sacraments, William
P. Roberts. Major new introductory text
on the Catholic sacraments for general
college use. Paper $8.95

Available: Aug. '85
THE ANGUISH OF THE JEWS, Ed-
ward Flannery. This classic work, first
published in 1965, tells the story of anti-
semitism from the third century B.C. to
the present. It should serve to raise the
consciousness of Christians concerning
antisemitism and its sad place in Chris-
tian history. Paper $12.95

Available: Aug. '85

TO BE HUMAN, An Introduction Experi-
ment in Phllosophy.XawerO. Monaste-
rio. An introduction to philosophy that
responds to the genuine philosophical
concerns of ordinary people. Paper $7.95

Available: Aug. '85

THIS
IMMOI

BEGINNING

To READ
THE FATHERS

THE
AUTHORITY

OF THE
BIBLE

THEORIES OF
INSPIRATION.

REVELATION AND
THE CANON OF

SCRIPTURE

ROBERT GNUSE

PAUUST 997 Macarthur Blvd., Mahwah, NJ. 07430
PRESS 1-201-825-7300
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%jĵ  Story Theology by Temnce Tilky
Introduction by Robert McAfee Brown. A refreshingly new
and rich approach for all who do theology.

Theology a, Life Series, Vol. 12. . .$9 .95

Church: A Bibliography
Avery Dulles, SJ & Patrick Granfield

This up-to-date and reliable guide is divided into 51 sections
— and will be of immense help to students and teachers.
Indexed.

Theology and Biblical Resources. . .Vol. 1

Softbound $7.95; Library Edition $15

%/VThe New Testament: A Bibliography
Daniel Harrington, SJ

The experienced editor of New Testament Abstracts has
compiled a most helpful volume, divided into sections, for all
in New Testament studies.

Theological and Biblical Resources. . .Vol. 2

Softbound. . . $7.95

+% The Passion of Jesus in the
Gospel of Matthew

^ The Passion of Jesus in the
Gospel of Mark

Daniel Senior, CP

Hailed for their lucid scholarship, these new studies give us
the best of modern biblical, theological, and historical
research. Unique and up-to-date.

Passion Series, Vols. 1 & 1. . .$8.95 ea.

^•Chris t Is Community:
The Christologies of the New Testament

Jerome Neyrey, SJ

A gift of a book for those seeking a lucid and learned text on
modern christology. Good New Studies, Vol. 13. . .$12.95

Michael Glazier, Inc.
1723 Delaware Avenue, Wilmington, DE 19806
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